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A
s Dickens wrote,” It was the best 

of times, it was the worst of times.” 

Even as our organization grows 

and flourishes it is with great sadness we 

mark the passing of Javier Maquirrian MD. 

Please review the following from Neeru 

Jayanthi MD our president.

“The STMS family has lost one of its own. 

It is with a very heavy heart that we an-

nounce that our esteemed and beloved 

immediate Past President and friend Dr. 

Javier Maquirrian has passed away after a 

several year struggle with a brain tumor.

Many of you knew him to be an amazing in-

spiration to STMS and tennis medicine, but 

he was also an amazing father, husband 

and physician. He was the chief doctor 

for the Argentinian Tennis Federation, 

a Davis Cup physician, a philanthropist, 

an orthopaedic surgeon, a researcher, 

an author, the president of STMS from 

2011–2015 as well as the editor-in-chief 

of the journal during that time. We will find 

the appropriate way to honor him for his 

years of dedicated service to STMS and 

the tennis medicine world. To read more 

about his legacy, please see the attached 

translated dedication which appeared in 

an Argentine publication. (Link: https://c.

ymcdn.com/sites/tennismedicine.site-

ym.com/resource/resmgr/docs/Javier_

Maquirriain%2C_doctor_o.pdf). Please 

keep his family in your thoughts. 

His passion for tennis medicine will live on 

in the work of STMS and in those of us who 

continue to serve the tennis athlete across 

the globe. His passing is a reminder of how 

quickly our time may go and what a bless-

ing each and every day of health is.

May we as an organization and each of 

us as individuals re-commit our selves to 

embracing each day as an opportunity 

to serve others and to impact the world 

around us for good.

I hope you enjoy this edition of the STMS 

Newsletter and find value in it’s offerings.

Wishing you nothing but Aces! 

STEPHAN ESSER MD, USPTA 

STMS Newsletter Editor

Editor’s Corner
with Dr. Stephan Esser
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STMS Member 
Spotlight

Board of Directors

Neeru Jayanthi, MD   
President

Javier Maquirrian, MD   
OutgOing President & OutgOing Chair 
JOurnal editOr

Giovani Di Como, MD   
ViCe-President

Walt Taylor, MD   
treasurer

Stephan Esser, MD   
seCretary & newsletter editOr

Michael Griesser, MD   
JOurnal Chief editOr

Richard Gayle, MD & Karen Jordan DPT 
 eduCatiOn COmmittee CO-Chairs

Caroline Martin, PhD   
researCh COmmittee, Chair

Paul Caldwell, MD   
website COmmittee, Chair 

Melissa Baudo, DPT   
sOCial media, Chair

Mark Kovacs, PhD   
tennis COmmittee, Chair

Todd Ellenbecker, DPT & Elaine Brady 
 Pt membershiP COmmittee, CO-Chairs

Miguel Crespo, MD   
internatiOnal tennis federatiOn (itf)

Kathleen Stroia, MS, PT, ATC   
wOmen’s tennis assOCiatiOn (wta)

Gary Windler, MD   
assOCiatiOn Of tennis PrOfessiOnals (atP)

Robyn Porter Rice
USA 

Occupation/Certification

PhD Candidate and Physical Therapist. 
Certified in Pilates and GYROTONIC® 
Method.

How long have you been involved in 

tennis and in what ways? 

I grew up playing competitive tennis. I was 
a nationally ranked junior and then played 
Division I college tennis at Northwestern 
University on a full athletic scholarship. For 
the last 15 years as a physical therapist in 
private practice, I have specialized in treat-
ing overhead athletes and tennis players of 
all ages and levels. 

What is your current role in tennis or 

"tennis medicine"? 

Currently, I am finishing my PhD at Univer-
sity of Miami, and have been transition-
ing to more research and education from 
clinical practice. The USTA’s Sports Science 
Committee has funded my research inves-
tigating risk factors for injuries in elite and 
professional tennis players. I also recently 
authored a Physically Speaking topic for 
the WTA, “Mind Your Core” (November 
2017). 

What do you find most interesting 

about "tennis medicine"?

Since tennis is a lifetime sport, treating 
tennis players across all ages and levels 
is always exciting and challenging. Tennis 
players are dedicated and passionate 
about playing their sport, sometimes at the 
expense of their health. 

What is your favorite "tennis medicine" 

diagnosis to treat and why?

My favorite diagnoses are the ones with 
positive health outcomes- where players 
not only return to tennis healthy, but also 
educated and enlightened with a better 
understanding of how to manage their 
bodies for the demands of the sport. I am 
especially interested in the trunk- since it’s 
the key to tennis and all efficient move-
ment. Whether you are treating a shoulder 
or hip, addressing the body holistically is 
most important, and that definitely starts 
with the trunk and “core”. 

How do you think we can improve the 

field of "tennis medicine"?

A multidisciplinary approach to maximize 
health and performance of all tennis play-
ers will improve tennis medicine and move 

Presenting my research to 

the USTA’s Sports Science 

Committee at the US Open
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it forward. Also supporting research and 
quality data is critical, so we have the evi-
dence to guide our clinical decision-making 
and tennis programming. 

Why did you join STMS and how are 

you involved? 

Joining STMS means being a part of and 
contributing to the future and next genera-
tion of “tennis medicine”. It is a real joy 
learning from and getting to know national 
and international medical and sport science 
colleagues both on and off the court at the 
STMS conferences. 

“Get in the Game and Stay in the Game!” 

with USTA president and fellow North-

western University Wildcat Tennis Alum 

Katrina Adams

TEST YOUR  
TENNIS  
MEDICINE 
KNOWLEDGE
Clinical Case:
A 16 y/o left handed female high school 

tennis athlete presents to your outpa-

tient medical clinic reporting a 0-5/10 

pain over the left inner elbow which 

began two weeks ago without change in 

stroke technique or volume of play. She 

denies previous history of the same or 

acute injury. The pain is worse with ten-

nis play and better with rest. She denies 

radiating neck pain or numbness/tin-

gling into the forearm or hand. Further 

questioning determines:

Volume of play: 4 times per week, an 

average of 2 hrs per time, for the last  

3 years

Type of play: 1 match per week, 2 acad-

emy sessions per week and 1 private 

lesson

Forehand Grip Type: Athlete is unsure 

of this

Raquet Variables: 100 square inch 

frame, 4 1/2 in grip size, 16g monofila-

ment synthetic gut strung at 52lbs

PMH: None

PSH: Left Shoulder Labral Repair 2017 

Clinical Algorithm:  

BACKGROUND

Pain over the elbow is one of the leading 

complaints of the recreational ten-

nis athlete. Lateral Elbow pain is most 

common and frequently related to the 

Extensor Carpi Radialis Brevis tendon 

at it’s insertion on the lateral epicon-

dyle. Also included in the differential for 

lateral elbow pain are a C6 Radiculitis, a 

Posterior Interosseous Neuropathy and 

acute bony or soft tissue trauma.

Although medial elbow pain is less 

common, it is frequently experienced 

by the tennis athlete. Determining the 
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source of pain and inciting and alleviat-

ing factors and a “tennis medicine” based 

plan of care is essential to a successful 

outcome.

EVALUATION 

On Physical Exam the following was 

identified:

General: NAD, pleasant, conversational, 

interactive

HEENT: Moist pink mucosa, pupils are 

equal, wearing contact lenses

CV: Warm distal UE and 2+ radial pulses 

bilaterally with regular rate

Neuro: 5/5 strength in the bilateral 

C5-T1 Myotomes, Normal sensation to 

light touch in the bilateral C5-T1 derma-

tomes, 2+ triceps, brachioradialis and 

biceps reflexes

Provocative Tests: Negative Tinel’s at 

the elbow, Negative “milking test” and 

Valgus stress test

Palpation: Mild tenderness over the 

proximal flexor tendon at it’s insertion to 

the epicondyle

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS FOR ME-

DIAL ELBOW PAIN

Bones/Cartilage: Fracture, Inflammatory 

Arthritis, Osteochondral defect, Os-

teoarthrits, Avascular Necrosis, Medial 

Epicondylar Apophysitis

Tendon/Muscle/Ligament: Medial Epi-

condylitis, Flexor Tendon Tear, Triceps 

Tendonitis/Tear, Distal Biceps tendon 

Injury, Brachialis Strain/tear, UCL Injury

Nerve: Ulnar Neuritis,Subluxating ulnar 

nerve, Median Nerve Entrapment 

TREATMENT (THERAPEUTIC, PHAR-

MACOLOGIC, SURGICAL)

Although the diagnosis for medial elbow 

pain is myriad, the diagnosis and treat-

ment of the patient had little in this case 

to do with orthopedic diagnosis. As we 

discussed her pain and her efforts to 

date, I asked her a key question. “ Can 

you show me what you think is the ideal 

groundstroke forehand contact point 

for you?” She fumbled around a bit 

and tried multiple locations. Each was 

different and all were “late” in refer-

ence to her body. As we discussed it 

further, she admitted she did not know 

exactly where she should be hitting the 

ball in reference to her body. She also 

commented that whenever she played 

against a “bigger and stronger” hitter 

her arm would hurt and when she played 

against a weaker player she had minimal 

to no pain. That little tidbit turned out 

to be what fixed the athlete. It wasn’t 

the X-rays I ordered which were normal 

or the MSK ultrasound I performed 

that showed some mild hypo echoic 

signal around the medial flexor tendon 

supportive of tendinosis. It wasn’t the 

medications or the stretching program 

that would fix her. It was her on court 

and tennis specific technical errors 

that were contributing to her present-

ing pain. She didn’t know the type of 

forehand grip she should be using nor 

where to even strike the ball in reference 

to the body. She needed me to rule out a 

few dangerous diagnosis, but she needed 

an excellent tennis professional to help 

modify her contact point to result in an 

earlier and a more consistent contact 

point. Once this was adjusted her medial 

elbow pain resolved completely and has 

not recurred. 

EXPECTED OUTCOMES BASED ON 

THE LITERATURE OR ANECDOTE

The literature suggests that medial 

epicondylitis will commonly resolve with 

time and with rest. Anecdotally it will 

also improve with stroke modification 

and normalization of the force/tendon 

relationship on the forehand side. Once 

we confirmed an Eastern Grip type and 

worked on early rapid preparation, early 

core rotation and contact of the ball “ on 

the rise” her pain improved significantly. 

PREVENTION

The key to successful prevention is iden-

tifying technical flaws and fixing them 

immediately.

1
With all tennis players consider 

the anatomic diagnosis and sports 

specific risk factors

2
If no acute surgical intervention is 

needed, trial sports specific man-

agement techniques immediately 

in conjunction with classic tenets of 

avoidance of pain provoking behaviors 

and a reduction in inflammation and 

acute pain.

3
Review the basics of each stroke 

to understand the primary risks 

of injury and faulty technique 

that places the athlete at increased risk 

of injury.
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STMS In the News

WE WANT TO 
HIGHLIGHT 
WHAT YOU DO TO 
ADVANCE THE 
FIELD OF TENNIS 
MEDICINE.
EMAIL US TODAY.
newsletter@tennismedicine.org
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MIND YOUR CORE

Whether you’re serving, volleying, or acing your game, you are engaging your core. Having a strong and stable core allows for efficient transmission of 
energy to the extremities allowing players to increase their power and decrease injury risk.   

WHAT IS THE CORE?
The core is made up of the deep abdominal muscles, diaphragm, and pelvic floor. 

• STABILITY: it stabilizes the spine and pelvis.
• MOBILITY: A stable core creates a secure platform for the legs and upper body to move freely, with optimal biomechanical alignment.
• This allows an athlete to better execute all the dynamic movements required in a tennis match.
• Decreased	core performance is associated with increased	injury risk (lower extremity and low back) in athletes.

INCREASED STABILITY leads to improved strength, endurance, agility and power, and enhances performance.  
DECREASED STABILITY leads to compensation, overuse/overload, soft tissue irritability, potential injury and reduced on-court performance. 

WHY IS THE CORE IMPORTANT IN TENNIS?

• The sport specific demands of tennis place asymmetrical stress on the
trunk/body.

• Repetitive and high forces are generated, transferred, and absorbed from
the trunk/spine.

• 54% of the forces during the tennis serve come from the trunk and legs.

SCREENING AND ASSESSING THE CORE
The side plank test is an effective way to check the strength and endurance of the core muscles. 

TO PERFORM THE TEST: 
Hold the side plank position (a minimum of 30 seconds, or for a maximal hold) without dropping the hips. (See picture at left). 

CHECK: 
• Can you hold the position for 30 seconds?
• Is there a difference between left and right side plank? This may

indicate reduced function on one side. This can be rectified with
an appropriate exercise program.

• This test can be used as a baseline to track
improvements/changes. Your strength and conditioning coach
and/or physiotherapist can advise you on how often the test
should be repeated.

“Back injuries are associated with decreased core strength on dominant/serving side of core.”

-2016 Rice/USTA study

RECENT CORE/INJURY RESEARCH
A recent USTA research study looked at the results of screening tests in 231 elite and professional tennis players. 

• Players with a history of back injuries performed worse on core tests than those without a history of back injuries.
• Decreased core strength, decreased hip mobility, and decreased hamstring flexibility (all on the same side as serving /dominant side) were

associated with back injuries.
• Adolescent tennis players (13-17 years old) reported more back injuries than the other age groups (12 and under, 18 and older).
• Adolescent tennis players may be at increased risk of back injuries due to the physical changes that occur during puberty which is characterized

by phases of rapid growth and development. Younger players need tennis specific and age specific strength and conditioning and injury
prevention programs.



JOIN US BY CLICKING HERE!!!!!

What you get with STMS membership:

• Subscription to three issues per year of the Journal Medicine and Science in Tennis

• Free online access to all editions of the Journal (with your STMS member password)

• Subscription to four issues per year of the STMS E-mail Newsletter

• Discounts to STMS meetings

• Access to the dedicated Members Area (with your STMS password) STMS voting rights

• Subscription Rates:

• Physician & STMS Fellow (1 year) US $195

• PhD/PT/ATC/Chiropractor (1 year) US $95

• Tennis Coach & Player/Enthusiast (1 year)** US $30 ** includes three online journals per year. 

subscription of four online STMS email newsletters, discount to all STMS conferences and 

free online access to all published STMS journals.

Please inquire about discounted memberships for clubs or academies as well as large group 

memberships at membership@stms.nl!
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JULY 2016, VOLUME 21, NUMBER 2

Journal of Medicine 

and Science in Tennis

Passion: The Fire Within 

The Mechanism, Types and Causes of the 

Musculoskeletal Injuries of Elite Iranian  

Male Tennis Players

Return to Play of an Amateur Tennis  

Player After Hyaluronic Acid Injection  

to Common Extensor Origin Injury:  

A Case Study

An Analysis of the Kinetic Chain  

Model In Forehand Drive

A Recursive Approach to  

Modeling the Amount of Time  

Played In a Tennis Match

DECEMBER 2016, VOLUME 21, NUMBER 3Journal of Medicine and Science in Tennis

Health and Fitness Status  of Parent-Child Dyads:  Tennis-Only Athletes Versus  Multisport Athletes in the  Competitive Adolescent Population
Health, Wellness and Cognitive  Performance Benefits of Tennis

The Effect of Court Surfaces on Injuries in Tennis:  A Literature Review

Managing Tendinopathy In-season in  Professional Tennis Players

MARCH 2017, VOLUME 22, NUMBER 1

Journal of Medicine 

and Science in Tennis
STMS Conference 

Recap
Factors To Be 

Considered To 
Perform a Kinematic 

Evaluation of the 
Tennis ServeSelected Abstracts 

From STMS World 
CongressAnatomist  Andreas Vesalius 

(1515–1564) and the 
Early History of the 

Tennis Racket

Complete Your JMST Collection!

STMS 2017 Sponsors

US$99
Special 
Offer:  

15 issues

Gold Level

Silver Level

Bronze Level
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Membership Renewal 2017
Hello STMS Members: 

You can now renew your membership on the STMS website. The 
website has now been updated to allow easy renewal of your 
membership so you can continue to receive the member benefits 
and continue your membership with STMS.

Simply click on this link www.tennismedicine.org to renew your 
STMS membership using a credit card and paypal.

Please contact us if you have any questions or need help. Thank 
you for your continued support and membership in STMS.

Best Regards,  
Todd Ellenbecker & Elaine Brady  
Membership Committee Co-Chairs


